With the rapid growth of online social media, people become increasingly overwhelmed by the volume and the content of the information present in the environment. The fact that people express their opinions and feelings through social media channels, influence other people and get influenced by them has led the researchers from various disciplines to focus on understanding the mechanism of information and emotion contagion. Threshold model is currently one of the most common methods to capture the effect of people on others' opinion and emotion. Although many studies employ and try to improve upon the threshold model, the search for an appropriate threshold function for defining human behavior is an essential and yet an unattained quest. The definition of heterogeneity in thresholds of individuals is oftentimes poorly defined, which leads to the rather simplistic use of uniform and binary functions, albeit they are far from representing the reality. In this study, we use Twitter data of size 30,704,025 tweets to mimic the adoption of a new opinion. Our results show that the threshold is not only correlated with out-degree of nodes, which contradicts other studies, but also correlated with nodes' in-degree. Therefore, we simulated two cases in which thresholds are out-degree and in-degree dependent, separately. We concluded that the system is more likely to reach a consensus when thresholds are in-degree dependent; however, the time elapsed until all nodes fix their opinions is significantly higher in this case. Additionally, we did not observe a notable effect of mean-degree on either the average opinion or the fixation time of opinions for both cases, and increasing seed size has a negative effect on reaching a consensus. Although threshold heterogeneity has a slight influence on the average opinion, the positive effect of heterogeneity on reaching a consensus is more pronounced when thresholds are in-degree dependent.
Introduction
While studying networks is not new to humanity, its focus has evolved from physical proximity and socio-economic based to social media based networks. This change is arguably the product of the fast-paced information flow that is engendered by the technological advances of the 21st century, and the resulting impact on people's needs and lifestyles. The need to address the newly-emerged phenomenon that people create, receive and disseminate information on online social networks has amplified the interest in the field of network science. Indeed, network science applications have extended to the field of marketing [6, 2] , sociology [9] , political science [15] , physics [14] , economics [12] , and biology [10] , in attempting to reveal the interdependency between units of interest. For instance, the shift from traditional advertising to digital marketing applications, or the political campaigns being organized on social media channels, has allowed people's opinions to be voiced freely and with far-reaching consequences. This reciprocity in information flow, the increase in the volume of information received and sent, and the ease of relaying information has made it imperative that researchers and practitioners understand the dynamics of information and opinion formation, propagation, and exchange [21, 19, 18, 1] .
In the mid-20th century, the field of sociology pioneered the development of information and opinion diffusion as a subject of study, which has remained relevant and popular to this day. One of the early studies is the Markovian linear threshold model introduced by Granovetter [5] , which investigates the opinion dynamics of people. According to the threshold model, individuals adopt a new opinion only if a critical fraction of their neighbors have already adopted the new opinion. Granovetter suggests that the threshold of individuals can be different, and are influenced by demographic and psychographic factors such as socio-economic status, education, age, personality type, etc. However, this heterogeneity among researchers is poorlydefined, which leads to an extensive use of homogenous (uniform) [11, 17, 16] and binary [20] threshold in many studies. Arguably, this assumption of homogenous or binary thresholds is an oversimplification of reality and may produce misleading results. To remedy this oversimplification and thereby provide a more holistic and accurate model, more complex threshold models such as tent-like function [22] , truncated normal distribution function [7] or sigmoid function [3] are also used in the literature. Our Twitter data mining results show that threshold of an individual for adopting a new opinion (retweeting a tweet) is affected either by his out-degree (number of followers) or his in-degree (number of following/followee). Some studies have already employed degree-dependent threshold models in explaining the dynamics of information diffusion [4, 8] , however the degree dependency of an individual's threshold is associated only with his out-degree. Additionally, these studies have implemented threshold heterogeneity by using custom threshold functions, which renders the results less robust and less reliable. Therefore, we want to analyze the sensitivity of information diffusion dynamics to in-degree and out-degree dependencies of thresholds. Another purpose of this study is to understand how threshold heterogeneity and network properties (seed size, mean-degree) affect information diffusion dynamics when thresholds are in-degree and out-degree dependent, separately.
The remaining part of this paper is structured as follows: First, we provide an overview of the Twitter data set and its subsequent analysis. Then, we describe the methodology that we used to generate networks, assign thresholds and run the simulations in the "Method" section. We give the results of simulations in the "Simulation Results" section. Finally, we discuss the results and explain the contributions of this study in the "Conclusion" section.
Methods

Data set and Twitter Analysis Results
The Twitter data set used for this study contains 30,704,025 tweets from the cybersecurity-related events from March 2016 to August 2017, of which 16,884,353 are retweets. We first collected follower and following counts of each user to relate the retweeting probability of users with the two aforementioned counts. We generated a matrix of which rows represent follower count clusters and columns represent following count clusters of all users in our data set (Figure 1 .a). Then, we filtered users who have retweets only and generated the same matrix (Figure 1 .b). Preliminary results show that majority of the users are clustered around the areas where follower and following counts are not extreme, and the matrix of retweeted users also show a similar pattern unsurprisingly. Since retweeting probabilities of users in each cluster, i.e. threshold for adopting a new opinion, are not clear from these matrices only; we calculated the element-wise division of these two matrices to figure out the ratio of number of retweeters to the number of all users in each cluster. Results show that the retweeting probability of users who have relatively lower following count is higher, i.e. threshold of a node seems to be positively correlated with his out-degree. On the other hand, the effect of varying follower count on the retweeting probability is not obvious since the left-bottom of the matrix is empty ( Figure  1 .c). Therefore, we extracted 3 most retweeted tweets (RT1, RT2, RT3) of retweet sizes 138,969, 58,546 and 57,280, respectively. We divided users into 8 clusters with respect to their follower (Figure 2 .a-2.c) and following counts ( Figure 2 .d-2.f), independently rather than jointly clustering. For each clusters, we calculated the ratio of the number of users who retweeted RT1, RT2 or RT3 to number of all users, respectively, as in Figure 2 .c. The only difference is that instead of all retweeters, we just focused on retweeters of RT1, RT2 and RT3. Thus, we could prevent the masking effect of non-active users in the whole data set. The results show that both follower and following count have a negative effect on the retweeting probability of users. Furthermore, we applied a one-sided Chi-square test (α = 0.5) to understand whether this decreasing pattern is statistically significant. We included relative χ 2 values if the retweeting ratio in the cluster is significantly higher than that of next cluster (p-value is lower than 0.005). We observed that the retweeting probability decreases when follower count increases and this decreasing pattern is significant for almost all consecutive clusters. Nevertheless, the decrease between the consecutive clusters defined by following counts were significant only when following counts are not high. This is probably because clustering users according to their follower and following counts with the same limits affect the results of test statistics notably, since distributions of follower counts and following counts of users are not similar in the data set, i.e the .8 and .9 quantiles and the maximum of the user following counts are 1916, 3860 and 3,136,215; while those are 2332, 5639 and 94,833,565 for user follower counts. When we decrease the number of clusters from 8 to 3 ((0, 1K], (1K, 10K], (> 10K]), we observed that the retweeting probability decreases when following count increases and this decreasing pattern is significant for all consecutive clusters (χ 2 = {12602.8, 18087, 272.3} for RT1, {2762.3, 1807.2, 52.0} for RT2, {1299.3, 987.1, 87.1} for RT3). Thus, our data analysis shows that thresholds of individuals to accept a new opinion is positively correlated with their in-degree and out-degree. 
Generating Networks
The main aim of this paper, as mentioned, is to investigate the effect of threshold heterogeneity on opinion spreading dynamics when thresholds are correlated with the degree-distribution of the nodes in a network. For this purpose, we generated power-law distributed random numbers (x i ) to further assign them to the desired degree-distribution of the network. To understand the effect of out-degree dependent threshold and in-degree dependent threshold on the dynamics of opinion spreading separately, we created two independent networks as: Here, N denotes number of nodes in the network (seed size) and γ = 3 for both cases for a fair comparison. Then, we added directed links between randomly selected node pairs (i, j) by employing configuration model [13] if i = j and k out < x i for i., k in < x i for ii. This wiring process continued until all possible links are formed. In this network structure, self-edges are not allowed while multiple edges between same node pairs are possible. Since total in-degree in the network should be equal to the total out-degree in the network, one can easily realize that the mean-degree of the network is equal to:
(i) Fixed in-degree (M in ) when out-degrees of the nodes are power-law distributed.
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In-degree of nodes In addition to out-degree and in-degree of nodes, their ranks r(i) and thresholds φ i are also given in the table for a3. the network in a1, b3. the network in b1.
Assigning Thresholds
After generating networks, we employed the degree-dependent threshold model by assigning the threshold of node i to accept a new opinion (φ i ) as correlated with:
(i) its out-degree when out-degrees are power-law distributed and in-degrees are constant in the network. (ii) its in-degree when in-degrees are power-law distributed and out-degrees are constant in the network.
Since threshold heterogeneity is one of our main concerns in this study, we divided nodes into N th groups by their ranks which can be obtained by sorting their (i) out-degrees when out-degrees are power-law distributed and in-degrees are constant in the network. (ii) in-degrees when in-degrees are power-law distributed and out-degrees are constant in the network.
Then, we assigned thresholds as evenly spaced N th points between 0.5 and 1 to prevent the confounding effect of the mean-threshold, i.e. the average threshold is always constant as 0.75. Thus, increasing N th yields more heterogeneity among thresholds of individuals.
where r(i) represents the rank of the node when they are sorted according to their i. out-degree and ii. in-degree.
An example of network generation for two cases (i. and ii.), out-degrees and in-degrees and relative threshold values of the nodes are shown in Figure 3 .
Running Simulations
We initialized the opinions of individuals as a Bernoulli distributed random variable with an initial probability (p), i.e. the opinion of the node i (s i ) might equal to 1 with a probability p and equal to 0 with a probability 1 − p. We assumed that the opinion change process is reversible; thus, individuals may change their opinions continuously rather than changing one time.
After generating the network, assigning thresholds and initializing the opinions, we run the opinion change simulations. The process of updating their opinions is as follows:
1. Picking a node i randomly. 2. Calculating the weighted average of the opinions of its in-neighbors (ō i ). Here, weights are the multiple edges formed between node i and its neighbors. 3. Updating the opinion of node i (s i ) according to the criteria as follows:
This Markovian chain is repeated until all possible opinion changes are made and individuals fix their opinion. We carried out all the simuluations on MATLAB and repeated these simulations for 10,000 times.
Simulation Results
In the current study, we first aim to analyze the effect of in-degree and out-degree dependence of thresholds on the average opinion at steady state (s). Therefore, after all the individuals fix their opinions in a network, we averaged the opinions of them by using the equation below:s
where s i is the opinion of node i at steady state. We conducted our simulations to measures as a function of initial probability (p) with varying mean-degree (M in /M out ), seed size (N) and threshold heterogeneity N th . Line plots in Figure 4 represent the expected value of 10,000 Monte Carlo simulations, and shaded areas with the same colors denote the relative one standard deviation from the expected value of these simulations. Here, Figure 4 .a1-4.a3 show the simulation re- Initial Probability sults when thresholds are out-degree dependent and out-degrees are power-law distributed while in-degrees are kept constant. Figure 4 .b1-4.b3, on the other hand, indicates the simulation results when thresholds are in-degree dependent and indegrees are power-law distributed while out-degrees are kept constant. Figure 5 , on the other hand, shows the time elapsed until all individuals fix their opinion (t f ) as a function of p with varying M in /M out and varying N th . We did not simulate the effect of varying N on t f since it is obvious that increasing the seed size causes more deviation in the opinions and increases t f . Figure 4 .a1 and 4.b1 shows as a function of p at various N th values. Since the standard deviation of the simulations are highest in the range 0.35 p 0.65, we especially focus on the results when p 0.35 and p 0.65. In general, the system is more likely to reach to a consensus when thresholds are in-degree dependent, and there is a clear asymmetry before and after p = 0.5 in both cases. Therefore, we just focused on the region 0.6 ≤ p ≤ 0.8 for further analyses. Although threshold heterogeneity of nodes in the system has a slight effect in the resulting average opinion when thresholds are out-degree dependent, we can say that probability that the system reaches a consensus increases as threshold heterogeneity increases; and this increase is more pronounced when thresholds are in-degree dependent. E.g. s = 0.8412 when N th = 2, whiles = 0.9742 when N th = 100 at p = 0.7 ( Figure  4.b1 ). This can be explained as follows: When N th = 2, thresholds are distributed as 0.5 or 1 and a node which has opinion 0 can change its opinion from 0 to 1 when 8 neighbors or all of his neighbors have opinion 1 if N th = 2, respectively. On the other hand, thresholds may take values of 0.500, 0.625, 0.750, 0.875 or 1.000 when N th = 5, and a node can change its opinion when 8, 10, 12, 14 or all of his neighbors have opinion 1 if N th = 5, respectively. When the initial probability is higher than 0.7, one may expect that a node has more than 10.5 (M in xp = 15x0.7) neighbors who have opinion 1 initially, and exceeding thresholds are easier when thresholds are not equal to 1. Therefore, the number of nodes who has opinion 1 is higher at the steady state when threshold heterogeneity is higher. When it comes to the effect of heterogeneity on the opinion fixation time, t f increases with increasing N th when thresholds are in-degree dependent. When thresholds are out-degree dependent, on the other hand, the effect of N th on f t is very minimal and the relation between N th and t f depends on p, e.g. increasing N th causes the people to fix their opinions more lately when p 0.7, while the effect is opposite when 0.6 p 0.7 Figure 4 .a2 and 4.b2 shows as a function of p at various M in and M out values. Results show that the change in the mean-degree has no prominent effect on the average opinion at the steady state when thresholds are out-degree dependent; however, increasing mean-degree seems to facilitate reaching a consensus when thresholds are in-degree dependent if p 0.7. If p 0.7 in the same case,s values are very close to each other again. Since standard deviations of the results are high, we can conclude that mean degree does not affect average opinion at steady state either when thresholds are in-degree dependent or out-degree dependent. This is not surprising when we redefine the threshold model. The threshold model basically take the ratio of the node's threshold to the average opinion of his neighbors and the node changes his opinion if the ratio is higher than 1. Since the ratio does not change with changing mean-degree when the initial,s is not affected from M in and M out . In fact, we would expect t f to increase because the number of links between nodes increased and this increase will cause more changes in ideas, the results show that the change in mean-degree has no effect on t f when thresholds are in-degree or out-degree dependent.
Increasing node size in the network decreasess significantly when thresholds are in-degree dependent, whereas it has very little effect when thresholds are outdegree dependent. Since we analyze the effect of seed size ons when 0.6 ≤ p ≤ 0.8, it means that there is more diversity in the opinions when seed size is higher, e.g. s = 0.9480 when N = 1000, whiles = 0.7155 when N = 5000 at p = 0.7. It means that almost %70 of the population has opinion 1 and %30 has opinion 0 when N = 5000. Low standard deviation in the Monte Carlo simulations also demonstrates the consistency of simulation results in every trial. As we mentioned before, we did not simulate a case in which N = 5000 for the analysis of opinion fixation time since we expect the result is not novel and obvious.
Conclusion
People make decisions in their daily lives on shopping, career, politics and so on. Although it looks like we make these decisions by ourselves, other people have a great influence on us since we are not isolated from each other. While face-to-face interactions used to be a main communication tool in the past, today's communication happens mostly on social media. Therefore, social network analysis has become very important to understand the dynamics of opinion formation, change, and propagation. One of the most common methods used to understand these dynamics is the threshold model, in which individuals adopt a new opinion only if a critical fraction of their neighbors have already adopted the new opinion. First studies of social contagion have used homogeneous binary threshold model due to its simplicity; however, people show different attitude to adopt a new opinion, which renders the use of heterogeneous thresholds a must. Even though more complex thresholds are used in social contagion analysis nowadays, none of them validates their model with real data analysis. The main novelty of this study is that the degree-dependency of thresholds is inferred by using real world Twitter data. Social data analysis show that the threshold of a node does not only depend on his out-degree but also depend on his in-degree. Although the examples of out-degree dependent threshold models can be found in some studies, we also examined the results of opinion change simulations either for the in-degree dependent threshold model and out-degree dependent threshold model. Another contribution of this study is to investigate the effect of heterogeneity in thresholds on reaching a consensus for the first time. Our simulations demonstrated that the system is more likely to reach a consensus when thresholds are in-degree dependent, rather than being out-degree dependent; however, people change their opinion more and fix their opinion more later in this case. The more heterogeneity in the thresholds is more likely to result in consensus but reaching a consensus takes more time, which is more significant when threshold are correlated with in-degree of nodes. Additionally, increasing seed size in the network makes the formation of consensus more difficult regardless of the dependence of threshold to the in-degree or out-degree. Another important point is that, as mean degree increases, diversity in opinions of individuals decreases when thresholds are indegree dependent while it has no effect when thresholds are out-degree dependent. For future works, one may cluster Twitter users by using transfer entropy analysis to understand the dependence of users' threshold to their in-degree and out-degree. Thus, degree-dependence in threshold might be modeled more reasonably.
